1. Introduction

AIRSUB is a research project funded by the Spanish Ministry of Science and Technology with aim to explore the industrial applications of underwater robots. To achieve this goal AIRSUB, with the help of industrial agents, will study different application scenarios for this technology. Then, the project will focus on three specific domains: (1) dam inspection, (2) cable/pipe inspection and (3) harbour inspection. This is a join project where the University of Girona will focus on dam inspection, the University of the Balearic Islands will work on cable/pipe inspection, and the Politechnical University Of Catalonia will deal with harbour inspection tasks. The aim of this paper is to present the goals corresponding to the subproject of the University of Girona entitled “Autonomous Robot for Dam Inspection”.

2. Dam Inspection

Although there are several companies claiming to provide underwater robots for Dam inspection (Seabotix, VideoRay, FrugoSurvey, InuktunServices,...) often none of them is providing an integral solution to the dam inspection problem. Normally they propose the use of small class ROVs, working as teleoperated cameras for video recording, to replace the professional diver WHO traditionally occupied this place. There exist very few research precedents providing an added value solution. One of the most relevant works is the ROV3 system developed by the researchers of the Institut de recherche HydroQuébec (Canada) [1]. It is a small ROV, localized through a LBL system, which makes use of a multibeam sonar for collision avoidance. The system is able to control the distance to the wall and includes several video cameras as well as a laser system for 2D and 3D measurements.

The COMEX and the Electricité De France companies (France) developed a similar project [2]. In this case, a ROV manufactured by COMEX was localized using a 5 transponders LBL. Again, several video cameras together with 2D (double spot) laser system was used to take measurements. The Soniworks Company is selling a very accurate wired LBL navigation system to localize an ROV with centimetre accuracy. The system is combined with a GPS to geo-reference the imagery gathered with the ROV. Nevertheless, the system is not able to register the images to provide a big image mosaic of the surveyed area. Moreover, in all the previous systems the use of LBL makes the operation tedious due to calibration. During the year 2002, in collaboration with the Research Development and Technological Transfer Centre (CIFATT) IPA-Cluj, our team used the URIS robot [3] working as an ROV to build an image mosaic [4] of a small area of the wall of the Tartina Dam in the surroundings of Cluj (Romania). This work is the precedent of the current project and was our first contact with this application domain. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the first time that image mosaicking techniques have been applied for dam inspection. This solution gives an important added value since they provide the civil engineers with a global view of the inspection area. Moreover, when conveniently geo-referenced, they allow carrying out temporal studies of particular areas of interest.

3. Inspection tasks

In order to focus on real problems, our team contacted with FECSA-ENDESA Spanish hydroelectric company to identify the tasks of interest. This meeting, together with our previous experience, allowed us to identify 3 mission scenarios that are described in the following sections.
3.1. Inspection of the Concrete of the Dam

Civil engineers of the hydroelectric companies, carry out periodic visual inspections of the state of the concrete. Until now this is commonly achieved through a careful visualization of a video recorded by a professional diver. Our approach to this problem will consist on the use of an AUV which will follow a pre-programmed path in face of the wall while snapping images (Fig. 1). For the localization, two systems will be studied:

1. a **dead reckoning** system based on the integration of velocities measured with respect the wall using a **DVL** in ground tracking mode (ground is now the wall).
2. An **USBL** system connected to a DGPS in order to be able to **geo-reference** the AUV and hence, the imagery taken by the robot.

After the mission, the set of gathered images will be used to setup an image mosaic of the wall of the dam. We plan to use Galadriel image mosaicking system which has been developed in our lab.

3.2. Inspection of the grille of the inlet

With the time, the grille of the water inlet gets obstructed with the vegetal residuals (Fig. 2) normally transported by the rivers. The result is a loss of power during the generation process. Hence, this grille should be regularly inspected in order to schedule cleaning campaigns commonly carried out by professional divers. From the inspection point of view, this is the same problem faced in the previous section an therefore, we plan to address the task in the terms explained before.

3.3. Inspection of the penstock gallery

With time, small collapse problems can appear in the penstock gallery and it is necessary to assess their risk to ensure the safety of the installation. The penstock gallery is a big pipe (~ 4 m diameter, up to 4 Km long) which connects the water inlet with the power generator (Fig. 3).

For the inspection of this gallery, we plan to launch an AUV, from the equilibrium chimney, which will navigate through the pipe while taking images of the state of the gallery. The plan is to navigate based on DVL and a gyrocompass measurements, using an Imaging sonar to keep the robot in the centre of the pipe during the operation.

4. Equipment

For this project, we plan to use **GARBi** equipped with a DVL, a gyrocompass, an USBL for absolute navigation, an acoustic modem for supervision and imaging sonar. Visual inspection will be based on computer vision including image mosaicking techniques.
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